
The number one provider of Ginning and Warehousing 
software in the world 

Marketing 
Easy to use tool for the 

Cotton Marketing Professional 

If it's information 
If it's cotton 

Then it's eCotton! 



Contract Director 

A function-rich interface designed to automate 
many of your tasks. 	After selecting a 
supplier's entry, use one of the action buttons 
at the bottom to let the system do the work for 
you. 
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Order Creation 

The settlement invoice is created using the recap. 
Once the invoice is created, the delivery screen 
allows for creating the shipping order. 
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EWR Transactions 

Transferring of electronic receipts is just a few 
mouse clicks away. 	Set up multiple 
transactions in one screen. 
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The transmit button provides an automatic 
process using eCotton's IRIS utility. 

Other eCotton Services 

SafeBak Service: 

Use the WinBack utility to automatically 
submit daily backups to eCotton's backup 
server. eCotton archives the backup, providing 
offsite and secure storage. 

Classing WebService: 

eCotton's Marketing System has a one-button 
classing data retrieval function. Clicking the fast-
access icon retrieves classing for the requested 
bales. The minimal charge of 5 cents per bale is a 
pass-thru charge to the USDA National Classing 
Database. 

For more information call: 

eCotton 
(800)571-4434 
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Visit our site 

www.eCotton.com  



Imagine being able to perform all your 
marketing tasks with one, easy-to-use tool. 

Introducing eCotton's 

Marketing System 
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We are proud to introduce a new, dynamic 
marketing product. 	The look and feel is 
consistent with all other eCotton programs. 

Key features: 
Supports multiple sets of data ("entities"). 
Maintain bale data for more than one company 
within the same program. 

• "Customize" the program to meet your 
specific needs through extensive system 
parameters. 

. Unlimited number of suppliers and customers. 

• Easy transfer of electronic receipts and 
shipping orders. 

• Reads USDA classing information. Supports 
receiving classing data via eCotton's Classing 
Webservice. 

• Recaps and invoices cotton for settlement to a 
merchant or mill. Recaps can be sent directly 
to electronic marketing systems. 

FSA Loan/LDP file generation capabilities.  

About Us 

eCotton is based in Raleigh, NC, with offices in 
Memphis, TN and Lubbock, TX. We are a 
division of EWR, Inc. and were formed through a 
series of mergers and acquisitions. Together these 
companies represent an impressive combination of 
cotton knowledge, programming talent and 
excellent customer support. We are a large, 
information data management business, targeting as 
its primary customer base the gin and warehouse 
sectors of the cotton industry. We are the largest 
ginning and warehouse software provider in the 
cotton business supplying software and support 
services to over 600 gins and warehouses in the 
United States. We also provide back-office data 
processing and support for two large Cooperative 
Marketing Associations (CMAs). 

eCotton's focus on information logistics centers 
on the management of data within cotton offices 
and between different segments of the cotton 
industry. The opportunities are nearly boundless to 
speed the flow of meaningful information. 

EWR, Inc. is based in Memphis, TN and was 
formed in 1994 by a group of foresighted cotton 
business people from all segments and regions of 
the industry and is the largest Electronic 
Warehouse Receipt provider in the U.S. 

eCotton 
A DIVISION OF EWR, INC. 

www.eCotton.com  
(800)571-4434 


